Attractive and repulsive contributions of localized excitability inhomogeneities and elimination of spiral waves in excitable media.
The attracting and repelling of spiral waves in a two-dimensional excitable medium in the presence of localized excitability inhomogeneities are studied. The choice of two effects depends on the comparison of excitabilities inside and outside the localized obstacle. We inspect the changes in attracting and repelling behaviors with respect to the size of the obstacle and the initial distance between the center of the spiral core and the obstacle. To understand the occurrence of these phenomena, we investigated the small v-value areas near the tip and the function of the wave velocity as the excitability parameter ε. Considering the attributes of the attractive obstacle, an eliminating scheme of spiral waves is proposed in which the attractive obstacle is rapidly moved at several fixed times. This method can avoid the high-amplitude and high-frequency stimulus in most conventional methods.